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I - Introduction 

Rescaling transformations provide a useful tool to solve 
nonlinear problems described by partial derivative equations. In this paper we 
present a breef review of this method and show the connection with the self 
similar solutions obtained by compacting the independent variable with one of 
them (usually the time). We present the general theory through examples found 
in several domain of Plasma Physics with a careful distinction between systems 
described by Hamiltonian and others where irreversible phenomena - like 
diffusion - are taken into account. 

II - The self similar solution and its limitations 

Let us suppose that we want to solve a one dimensional in space 
equation of the type 

a , * ! ( . '£) . 
the relevance of which for plasma physics phenomena has been described in [I) 
and [2]. The self similar treatment of this equation is a classical problem 
(see for example [3]) and is based on the invariance of (1) through the 
stretching transformations. 

(2) t i . a t • x ; a < j u = . a u . 

provided . As a consequence we can reduce (A ) into an 
ordinary differential equation introducing the reduced variables. 

(3) i - *WX ; a '- U 0A)~ £ 

The reduced equation becomes, 

(4) i It* ti \ , 1 ,r4Li £ - A 3 é£l 
AH v Is J T L * T* J 

.«^ T is a given time such that t varies from T to t-f* . In (4) u is 
a function only of x* and t has been formally eliminated. Of course it must be 
realised that only singular initial conditions can give such an evolution 
which is totally taken into account throught the two rescaling in x and u as 
given by (3). Such initial conditions are just the solution of (4) and the 
question is to know if these initial conditions are of any physical interest 
or are just mathematical singularities. 
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Partial answers are given by studying different aspects. A firt 
one concerns the stability of the self similar solution i.e. the behaviour of 
initial conditions close to u(x). This is a linearised problem and has been 
solved for the nonlinear heat equation (1) in f4|. Another crucial aspect of 
the validation of these self similar solutions is provided by the study of the 
asymptotic solutions of the system. If obviously, on initial condition 
different from the one leading to self similar beheviour gives a time 
evolution which cannot be described by, simply, rescaling x and u it could be 
that this property of self similarity emerges as an asymptotic one. This idea 
is expressed for hydrodynamic problem in [5], [6] and in [7] for equation like 
(I). In fact this is going be the topic of the next paragraph. 

Rescaling transformations and Quasi-Invariance 

The best is to continue the treatment of (1) : For that we 
consider a rescaling of x and u with 

(5) 
x - CO-7 ^ , 

together with a nonlinear transformation of the time i.e. the introduction of 
a new time fy which is on arbitrary function of t (except that à is a 
monotonous function cf t). Taking AC = I we obtain the final equation (See [8] 
for more details) 

M* - C " * M 

) 

M 11 , X l[^n ) • c s *7 1(5* ) • 

Cin (6) denotes the time derivative of C. 

The rule of the "Quasi Invariance Game" is to compress as much 
as possible the new time. (If possible we will renormalize it i.e. we will map 
the interval [0 /*•<•] of t into a finite interval [0 , $( ] for & ) but not to 
the expense of having cooefficients Ln the new equation blowing up. Here we 
see from the two equations (6) that we must take C s + ^ varying for large t as 
t. Consequently we take 

<?> C ^ . >UJU-



and (7) indicates a logarithmic compression for & whiio (6) becomes 

(8) 

(8) is now a very interesting system. It describes the nonlinear heat 
diffusion with heat conservation and a current given by 

Two points must be noticed: 

The transformation current is always directed towards the origin 
i.e. it brings back heat to the center. 

The current in the new space is the sum of two terms one is the 
physical diffusion current and from our choice of C(t) and 0 (t) has the same 
form in the two spaces. The other term is a fiction current connected to the 
space time transformation and consequently labelled "transformation current". 

The diffusion process does not decrease this transformation 
current since doubling the support and dividing <$ by two does not 
change ^ <j) while it divides the "physical current" by 2 S +*. As a 
consequence the nature of the asymptotic solution in the new time space is the 
steady state obtained by taking ^/36 z. 0 in (8). This steady state solution 
is nothing else but the self similar solution of (4) where we have 
taken A • 4/^+v) . It was well known that for problem of diffusion of a finite 
quantity of heat with initial compact support this value of A has to be 
taken. But of course the elimination of Q is now a natural phenomena and, 
through physical arguments, we bypass a difficult transient problem to 
concentrate on the asymptotic solution. 

A last point must be checked : SL is arbitrary (it measures the 
degree of time compression we want to introduce in our problem). In the *!£ 
space the asymptotic solution depends on -A. but, of course this JV. dependence 
must disappear, in the x space. Skipping all the details it is easy to check 
that the steady state solution of (8) is 

(9) 
V5 
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If -fl. is given the only parameter left is K. We select K such 
that at initial time [**>(*, f«o) d* z \$m{$)d\ and it is easily proved 
that the asymptotic solutions obtainea by introducing (5) and (7) in (9) ai-'-
independent of S[, for all these initial conditions corresponding to the same 
amount of heat. 

Nonlinear heat equation : An eigenvalue problem 

Another problem concerning the same equation corresponds to a 
finite slab (keeping a one dimensional plane geometry) extending from - a to • 
a with boundaries conditions such that u (*a , t~) = © . As a consequence 
heat is flowing away from the slab. 

The fact that the boundaries conditions are fixed indicates that 
we cannot proceed to a x reseating on the other hand as in the preceeding 
problem we introduce 

do) «* t AGO $C?/0) 

we transform (1) and obta in 

(11) k A~Cs+04 „ ^ « x l f ^ A 
90 2x^ 1*J 

Again to have the first term in the L.H.S. of (11) not blowing, we must take 

AS , d+ju-y 1 

(12) 
J10 - In (^JU) 

and the final equation in the x, ^ space is w r i t t e n 

(.3) | 1 :X 1 ( « > * 9 * \ <r 5k 0 
' S t?V It-J S 
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Again a physical interpretation of (13) is possible. This 
equation describes the diffusion of heat with a flowing current at the two 
boundaries - % $ *&$/&< and a source of heat of intensity -Qr 4> (similar to 
the neutron Laplacian factor found in nuclear reactor). The fact that the 
source term is linear in <f> while the current scales as 0 s*' (in 
contradistinction to the neutron diffusion problem where both are linear 
in ^ ) leads to an asymptotic steady state which is completely independent 
of the initial condition except in the linear case s = 0 which has a well 
known solution. Again it is easily checked that the asymptotic u(x,t —»•• ) 
solution is independent of -f\_ and is given by 

i . x / a." 
(14) 

where *•14) is solution of the differential equat ion 

(15) ± ( Vf S df \ 
V 1 4jJ 

, In (15) the boundaries condition being 
and •>$ is chosen to have also f (1) - 0. It is interesting to notice that 
in [9] the authors recognise the importance of (15) and use a variable 
separation to technique to solve (1). In fact this solution is much more 
general than they believed and is the asymptotic solution for all possible 
initial conditions. 

The linear case is the limiting case for s tending towards 0, 
and we know that the initial condition are not forgotten during the evolution 
of the solution of the corresponding linear equation, and in the form of the 
asymptotic solution. 

In the formula 

«X1 it A s x «— 
V 

y 0 is finite, aT- is finite and the only possibility to keep J\, finite 
is to have A- tending towards 0 with s. We can deduce from tnis remark that 
the asymptotic regime obtained by neglecting 1 in front of J[, t in A(t) only 
appears for infinite times ; for the limiting linear case, the asymptotic 
regime never takes place. 

Reseating transformations : Hamiltonian system 

For such systems (supposed for simplicity unidimensional) we 
introduce again the rescaling and the nonlinear time transformation 
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Aa -_ A* AHs-) -

The main point is that we define the velocity v = dx/dt and 
consider the new velocity n - i\ /&& • A straightforward derivation of 
(16) gives « 

(17) V ^ -̂ n + \ 4£ 

and we see that the phase space volume element in the new system is given by 
the Jacobian of the transformation (16), (17) 

(18) <U JU "i SL <A^ art 

because of the need, for Hamiltonian system of conserving the phase space 
volume element the preservation of the Hamiltonian character in the new space 
imposes C = A and the space and time rescaling are not independent. This is 
an important point when we are dealing with quantum system described by the 
Schroedinger equation. 

The rescaling for such an equation is given by C(t). The new 
normalised wave function 4* (̂ ,fr) is connected to ty (X ,Y) by the 
relation 

(19) H^X.r)-. C"* (i* C±£ *") Y Ç/frJ , 

while the new potentia is given by 

(20) ? ( $ , $ ) -. VQc.V) O- r J* C l 4 ^ 1 U . 

The details of these calculations are given in [10]. Notice that 
in the potential transformation does not enter and consequently the motion 
equation for a classical particle will be 
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Motion of Particle : Classical Case Introduction of fr ic t ion term 

For c la s s i ca l systems (plasma, beam, galaxies e t c . ) we do not 
have to preserve the Schroedinger equation and we can use two di f ferent scales 
for x and t i . e . we take A x C. Details wil l he given elsewhere, but for 
completeness we present the important po ints . We consider the motion equation. 

(21) V 1 dv 

together with the transformations (16) we obtain in the "new space time 
variables" the equation 

(22) 

In fact (22) generalizes (20) which is recovered if C = A 
and A 3 0. In the "new time space" the particle will experience : 

a "rescaled acceleration" A \* 

a "transformation field' 

a "new friction' 

Z Vdr* 1 jy ) 

The last expression shows that even if friction is absent in the 
original space it will appear in Che "new space". In fact this friction will 
play a crucial role bringing to rest particles and sometimes allowing the 
obtention of the asymptotic states through simple physical arguments -
consequently bypassing difficult mathematical treatment : Transformation field 
and friction will play the role of the "transformation current and sources" 
introduced into the nonlinear heat equation to compute the asymptotic steady 
state in the new system. 

Two examples related to beam dynamics are given below. 

One dimensional Vlasov beam 

The idea is to use a "new phase space" with a new time as given 
by (16) and (17) and also to rescale the distribution function f(x,v,t) 

K * < ^ - Gfr> ^ ( Ç / 7 / O 
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Tie details of the calculation will be given elsewhere. Tie idea 
is Co obtain a new "Vlasov Poisson system" where all the coefficients are time 
independent. It can be shown that we must take 

(23) H-Ausur?1- . c-_(^Jir/ - 6,(4 + a.Kf' 

Two remarks are in order . 

The relation betwen the new time U and t • u 

A£ ^ L [4+SO-) 

which is just the logarithmic compression of time that we have already found 
in the nonlinear heat equation. 

CC'/A^l is a relation which can also be written as 

(24) -f-<ixdv •* P J-V â<J t 

indicating local conservation of the number of particles in the two spaces. 
The final Vlasov Poisson system is written 

3 
(25) 

w € - / "» 
Altough (24) is mathematically as difficult as the initial 

Vlasov Poisson system the physics in the new space is different and again the 
asymptotic state can be easily found. Particles are moving in their own 
electrostatic field plus an "external transformation field" associated to a 
confining potential S\, j ^ » Moreover a friction will tend to 
systematically brings the particles Co rest. For £ . + *> The asymptotic 
state will consequently be an homogeneous cold systems with particles 
expanding from - L/2 to L/2 such Chat the electrostatic 
fiels Jl « ̂  - tit 1 ^ w i t h itf" * N IL ^ w e n a v e taken e * m * I» » i). 
Such a solution has been found by Che authors [11) as a self similar solution 
for the one dimensional beam problem with the interesting 
relation -fl.J" -, X.SÙ but a t t n a t time no interpretation in term of 
asymptotic solution could be put forward. Needless to say when we come back to 
the real space the asymptotic value are independent of A. v"ich simply express 
what degree of time compression we want to introduce. 
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A con lecture for a bidimensional beam in a time varying magnetic f eld 

?or conclusion we wisch to present a conjecture for 3 two 
dimensional (Rods) heara. Tie rods are moving, perpendicular to the plane xOy, 
and paralell Co the external magnetic field. The motion is supposed described 
by the electrostatic regime i.e. Che only forces acting are Che electrostatic 
force, plus the induction electric field due to its the time variation. Self 
consistent magnetic field is supposed negligible. The time variation of the 
external magnetic field is given by 

(26) 3(_r > -_ . 3. (H*-St>) "Y 

Moreover this field is supposed created by a large cylindrical 
coil (which de certaines the azimuthal character of Che induccion elecCric 
field). 

If we suppose chac we locally conserve Che number of parcicles [ 
as indicates in (24) Che "new electrostatic field" will be given by | 

[ 

_A e = 2. £ 

where C is the electrostatic field obtained by keeping the Coulomb law 
between two rods invarianC and caking inCo account the fact that this field 
varies as the inverse of the distance between the two rods. In fact in the new 
system the forces are the following 

(27) Electrostatic A" I 
c> 

(28) Transformation _ A **- > 

(29) Magnetic A V % 

(30) Induction !*• ' A (~ / \ - -> 

\? 
J 

t. 
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o n Friction -»%i) f , 
u is Che unie vector on Oz and B * B(c) u. 
The search cti .1 possible asymptotic steady state leads to ta'<e C 3 A- and 
A 2 B(t) - 3o with A 2 - (I • J L t ) 2 < * 
Transformation f i e l d , induction f ie ld and fr i c t ion become 

Transformation 2 * ( 4 - 1 / 0 -H 1 G 4** 1*") ^ / 

(32) Induction 6» Ç» SL ( A * M - ) ^ x iT 

Friction _ 1Y? i t ( > « + i U - ) ' ^ 

All these coe f f i c i en t s wi l l become time independent in Che 
case / ' * 1/2 i . e . for a magnetic f ie ld varying as (1 • St t )~* we had 
previously found (12) that such variation was necessary to obtain s e l f s imilar 
solut ion for the Vlasov Poisson system. 

Now for the case ft * 1 / 2 C * A 2 * 1 • A . t and we recover 
the time logarithmic compression SL& m Log (1 • JL t ) . 

tn the new system the e l e c t r o s t a t i c f ie ld i s given by the 
invariant Poisson law and we have a time independenc magnecic f i e l d . The 
transformation f ie ld cancels and we have an azitnuthal e l e c t r i c f i e ld given 
by (3» Jl/v) ? X ? • 

If th is f ie ld i s the driving force, i t may, asymptotical ly, 
bring for each part ic le a ve loc i ty such that SX. f) s ( # » f t - A - ) ^ i . e . a 
rotation of Che beam as a so l id body (azimuthal ve loc i ty proportional to ^ ) 
with an angular velocicy Bo/2 i . e . -H- c/2 where SX c i s Che angular 
pulsacion since we Cook e * m * t o • I ) corresponding to G 0 . If we suppose 
that Che asympcocic scate i s homogeneous with a density a and a plasma 
frequency -ftfV t n e radial forces are; 

.flf "g ( e l e c t r o s t a t i c ) —.&<, y (magnetic) SLt, \ (centr i fugal) and the 

equilibrium wil l impose # n ^ / o , l 
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But this is just the limiting Brillouin flow (11$. Of course the 
arguments showing that this is the asymptotic case are for the moments simple 
conjectures -ind we Must study how the combination of the driving induction and 
the friction lead to such homogeneous state. The tendency of the notion 
towards the liai ting Brillouin flow in the rescaled space ~\ * r/(l »• TU t ) 
for a magnetic field f& * U<*'vl • v_ t) is consequently for the moment a 
simple conjecture. Nevertheless the fact that we recuperate the usual 
logaritanic compression and that we found that the relation 
is the limiting value for the existence of a self similar solution nake this 
conjecture very '. ikely. 
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